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Fast radio burst - Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fast_radio_burst

Overview Contents Nomenclature Features Lorimer Burst Further developments Origin hypotheses

In radio astronomy, a fast radio burst is a high-energy astrophysical phenomenon of
unknown origin manifested as a transient radio pulse lasting a few milliseconds on
average. The first FRB was discovered by Duncan Lorimer and his student David
Narkevic in 2007 when they were looking through archival pulsar survey data, and it is
therefore commonly referred to as Lorimer Burst. Many FRBs have since been found, iâ€¦

See more on en.wikipedia.org · Text under CC-BY-SA license

Storm of Strange Radio Bursts Emerges From Deep
Space
https://news.nationalgeographic.com/2017/09/radio-bursts-galaxy...
Itâ€™s not clear exactly what that object is, but scientists refer to the observable
phenomenon as a fast radio burst: a fleeting but extremely powerful blast of radio â€¦

Radio Bursts Traced to Faraway Galaxy, but Caller Is ...
https://www.nytimes.com/2017/01/04/science/fast-radio-burst-galaxy...
Jan 04, 2017 · Fast radio bursts have led astronomers on a merry chase ever since they
were discovered in 2007 in data recorded earlier by the Parkes radio telescope in
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were discovered in 2007 in data recorded earlier by the Parkes radio telescope in
Australia. Because they are so short and until recently have never been seen to repeat,
these phantoms have been hard for astronomers to study.

What Are Fast Radio Bursts? - Scientific American
https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/what-are-fast-radio-bursts
The â€œradioâ€� portion of the moniker is due to the fact that the emission is detected
by radio telescopes surveying the sky at radio wavelengths. They are called
â€œburstsâ€� because the signals disappear as quickly as they appeared, without
warning and, so â€¦

Mysterious fast radio bursts might come from alien â€¦
www.extremetech.com › Extreme
Now that fast radio bursts have defied explanation for a decade, scientists are starting to
wonder aloud if these extremely high-power emissions could be artificial.

Bizarre 'fast radio bursts' detected from outer space
https://www.usatoday.com/story/tech/science/2018/01/11/bizarre...
Jan 12, 2018 · More â€œfast radio bursts" â€” very short-lived pulses of radio waves that
come from across the universe â€” have been detected by astronomers using two of the
worldâ€™s largest telescopes. The bursts, which come from a galaxy over 3 billion light-
years from Earth, repeated 16 times.

What's sending mysterious repeating fast radio bursts in
...
https://www.cnn.com/2018/01/10/world/repeating-fast-radio-burst...
Jan 10, 2018 · Fast radio bursts in space themselves are not rare, but FRB 121102 -- first
detected in 2012 -- is the only one that has been known to repeat. And the repetition is
sporadic. Last year, its host galaxy, a star-forming dwarf galaxy 3 billion light-years from
Earth, was also identified.

Mystery cosmic radio bursts pinpointed - BBC News
www.bbc.com/news/science-environment-38502607
The first FRB was discovered in 2007, in archived data from the Parkes Radio Telescope
in Australia. Astronomers were searching for new examples of magnetised neutron â€¦

Mysterious radio bursts originate outside the Milky â€¦
www.sciencemag.org/.../01/mysterious-radio-bursts-originate-outside...
Scientists have identified the source of mysterious flashes of cosmic radio waves known
as fast radio bursts (FRBs): a surprisingly small galaxy more than 3 billion light-years
away. The discovery may help researchers understand one of the biggest mysteries in
astronomy. â€�Itâ€™s an observational ...

List of fast radio bursts - Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_fast_radio_bursts
This is a list of fast radio bursts.Items are listed here if information about the fast radio
burst has been published. Although there could be thousands of detectable events per
day, only detected ones are listed.

Are these mystery radio bursts messages from ALIENS?
www.dailymail.co.uk/sciencetech/article-3020612/Are-mystery-radio...
Known as Fast Radio Bursts (FRBs), just 10 have been discovered - and German
researchers say they all contain a strange patttern.

Fast radio bursts: A mystery unfolds | Space | EarthSky
earthsky.org/space/fast-radio-burst-121102-twisted-black-hole...
Repeating, short, unpredictable radio bursts left astronomers perplexed. Now they think
the bursts were twisted by the extreme environment around a supernova or
supermassive black hole.
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